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in the words of the film, this is a movie about man and monster. it is a zombie apocalypse tale set in
south korea, a country historically known as a country that is, well, very good at military hardware.
in the first film, the townspeople of busan, south korea, face the immediate threat of a plague that
kills off the body’s immune system, effectively turning the dead in to flesh-hungry zombies. it also

gives the deceased a chance to rise up from the grave and inhabit the bodies of those around them.
but this time, the zombie hordes are controlled and organized by humans, making the military

victories necessary to contain them more delicate.this is a dystopian zombie movie that has more at
stake than human survival. the film is set in the future, a society where there are no more predators
left. the only problem? a virus called z-virus has destroyed most of the population. the survivors are
those who have learned to live alongside the monsters of the post-apocalyptic landscape. the film
stars jim sturgess and byung-hun lee, and it was directed by hoon-hyun park. korean production

company cj entertainment has released the first trailer for the scandal of my youth, the sequel to its
first zombie movie train to busan. the film picks up after the events of the original, and focuses on

the efforts to stop a new outbreak and contain the outbreak of a virus that has completely
transformed the entire globe into a zombie infested land. writer-director ko jae-mo directed the

scandal of my youth, which also stars kang ha-neul, oh jung-se, kwang so-yeon, lee jun-ki, lee jeong-
hee, and chun ho-jin. the film is scheduled to premiere in south korea on august 31.
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